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BuildingVirtual Class in Second Life
Firli Irhamni
Department of Management Informatics
University of Trunojoyo Madura, Bangkalan, Indonesia
firli@if.trunojoyo.ac.id

Abstract— Learning is the most important aspect for
improving the quality of youth generation in the nation.
Therefore, many learning methods were developed in order to
make the youth more qualified. Distance education seems to be
not only the only solution possible, but the solution is very
supportive of the current internet era in improving student
learning competencies. In the virtual class environment of this
allows the students to active participate in distance learning
programs. One of the most famous virtual classrooms is Second
Life. Because the user has the opportunity to create real-world
dimensional creations in a virtual universe that is complete with
everything that can be made or get it for free or pay Virtual class
based on the second life learning method proposed in this study.
Keywords—distance learning; virtual class; second life

I. INTRODUCTION
Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs) sometimes known
as Course Management Systems (CMSs) are increasingly used
for various contexts: in the classroom teaching informal
learning, distance learning, e-business, etc. Now A growing
number of educators and researchers have implemented the
educational potential of virtual environments. Many of the
properties of virtual class environments seem to be conducive
for learning: they have to be interactive, enchanting, safe
places for students to learn by doing because of there is
practically, and they provide immediate feedback. Virtual
class environment with Second Life is one of the most popular
in education.
An important feature for enhanced learning of the virtual
class as a tool for next generation Technology Information.
Because it will be the ability to integrate learning experiences
with institutional Virtual Learning Environments and to share
data with academic information systems. Learning based on
virtual class is an alternative learning method for student to
understand their learning issues. There are five advantages of
the virtual class for the learning process, i.e., distance
learning, simple, interactive, individual, social [1]. Whereas
in a traditional learning method, the students and teacher must
be in the same room, and the teacher explains about the topic
to the students. The conventional learning process will have
difficulty since this process needs the presence of the teacher.
The another problem of this conventional process is a
poorness of illustration of the topics.
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While Second Life (SL) is a Multi-User Virtual
Environment (MUVE) that allows students and teachers to
collaborate actively in projects, and to exchange ideas and
information in-world [2]. While Second Life (SL) is a MultiUser Virtual Environment (MUVE) that allows students and
teachers to collaborate actively in projects, and to exchange
ideas and information in-world. Moreover, Second Life is a
world that tries to create a real one, including the development
of rules and the economics rule. People represented by their
avatars (their 3D representations), and they communicate
through chat (voice or written text), notecards, their profiles or
Instant Messages (IM).The latter delivered if the resident is
not online at the moments.
The Second Life is also provides anything about related
with educational resources, links, a wiki and a blog for
educators. Because of this advantage of Second life so far has
been a lot of research which developed on Second Life for
distance education. Furthermore also studied and gathered the
main features that make SL an excellent tool for education [3],
[4], [5]. The other advantage of the virtual world of Second
Life has the potential to develop a simulation of ‘real life’
skills and competencies or to create new worlds rather than
‘academic atmosphere.' For this reason, the second life can
enhance an experiential learning through activities such as
simulations and role-plays.
Many methods for implementing this virtual class, such as:
Moodle, Second Life, Sloodle. Moodle is technology has been
widely used in Indonesia. Sloodle is a software package
which integrates the Learning Management System platform
uses Moodle and the 3D virtual world platform Second Life.
This technology began to be used by some educators in
Indonesia, both through formal and informal education.
Hence in this research, an alternative method uses virtual
class for the learning process is proposed for an alternative
learning method because of the advantages.
II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Learning based on virtual life requires a computer that has a
graphics and high internet connection. One example of this is
the Second Life learning. Second life is virtual environment
which there are avatars that represent the user, 3D building
with its environment such as water, land, furniture, house, and
etc. The avatar can visit another place in Second Life,
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communicate with another avatar, do the transaction process,
or another social activity [6].
Before building a virtual class in Second Life, avatar should
join in Second Life. Some things should be done in order to
create a virtual avatar class is basic things that exist in the
Getting Started with Second Life.
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this object, you will need convert Power Point slides to
images and upload an image in the world as texture. The
Preso-Matic offers push button to control the direction of
your presentation without the use allow to modify, copy
and razz multiple copies. The tool is free and can found at
http://slurl.com/secondlife/adobe/143/156/51 as well as in
X street Marketplace. The Preso-Matic is ane of the easiest
tools to use and incorporate for giving in-world
presentations.

A. Setting up Virtual Class
Setting virtual class made in private homes, for the future
can add space by renting/buying land around it. Because the
current setting of the virtual class is already full with the
attributes to make the design of a class.
The design is divided into two classes, indoor and outdoor.
The indoor design as traditional classroom (blackboard, the
teacher and student desks, posters room) is used for medium to
teach and media for exams/quizzes (learning outcomes). While
the outdoor design plan will be implemented for the next phase
of research to fix the game class and sloodle class (medium for
the exam but fun). The shape of this outdoor design later,
teachers and students can not take a seat in a chair, but it could
be in the trees, clouds, etc.
Before the process of building a class, we must first create
an account as a premium member. Because of the free account
in Second Life are not allowed to build. Not only the area to
make a home/land owned by themselves, but can also be in the
publics and box. It's just that if in publics and box, then the
objects placed in a publics and box will look automatically up
to 8 hours. Therefore, so that these objects do not disappear
then stored in inventory or built/placed on land/house property
itself.
To complement the class attribute property indoor and
outdoor, we made from the basic prim (can be seen in Fig. 1)
and shopping in Second Life marketplace (can be seen in Fig.
2). Furthermore putting the space on either the desired position
on the floor/ground (land) or in the cloud. Clouds can also be
an area built into the activity (can be seen in Fig. 3).

Fig 2. Marketplace in Second Life

Fig 1. The basic prim basic forms provided by Second Life

Fig 3. Areas that used to put objects

B. Preparing Learning Media
Several media have been implemented indoor classes are:
 Presentation using Preso Matic
Preso-Matic Turbo Presentation Tool is a user-friendly
slide viewer that provides preloaded instructions on how to
upload material that created Doctor Patridge Allen. To use
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 Shared Media on prim
Viewer 2 introduces Shared Media, which is a new feature
that is more powerful and flexible than the older parcel
media. It’s allowing user put internet content on any prim
surface user can change, with new browser-like controls,
and without the land restrictions.
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 Quizo Matic
The Quizo matic brings the user an incredible, simple,
elegant quiz location for Second Life educators, students,
trainers and experience developers. Students touch the quiz
location and they are prompted to answer each of your
multiple choice/ true false questions using a series of
menus.
III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The content of education based on the virtual class arebiology
science, especially the ‘frog surgical’. Because objective of this
process for used to collaboration the practical learning
approachand traditional learning in class. Therefore, the
knowledge based on the virtual class is very useful for students,
since the can do the learning process without facing the real
object, which is the frog.
This method can be used by all levels of schooling, but for
elementary student to access second life requiresparental /
teacher guidance.

Fig 5.Display view class

The second class used as space for observation and evaluation
of learning. Equipped with a media posters, media
presentation, and quiz) as shown in Fig 7. In this class, students
can evaluate the learning outcomes.

The results that have been done in this research include:
A. Material
The material can be online on the internet about the
surgery frog and pictures that support the biology class. The
following pictures are used in presentations and posters in the
classroom as shown in Fig. 4. Media presentation used Preso
Matic. Content of presentation is definition of surgical,
method of surgery frog and step by step surgery frog. For the
poster, the images are used frog skeleton. The design of the
poster can be replaced any time adapted to the current learning
topic. The poster used media prim.
Fig 6.Classroom learning (indoor)

Fig 4. The frog surgical and frog skeleton

B. Design Class
Design virtual class is a class that already built indoor and
outdoor classes. The design of this class created in a house
owned by a premium member. Learning indoors, and outdoors
there is no particular purpose, except that this division to create
a different atmosphere when studying. The visually display
view of classes as illustrated in Fig 5.
The design indoor classes, divided into two places. The first
place used as a classroom teaching (listening material). Design
class equipped with biology posters, shared media (i.e.,: the
media to play the material that has uploaded on youtube) as
shown in Fig 6.

Fig 7. Class evaluation (indoor)

Here is experimental result has built indoor classroom.
 Shared Media on prim
Avatars can watch the surgery frogs that uploaded in avatars
can watch the surgery frogs that uploaded in youtube through
the shared media. The navigation buttons used to manage files
that showed on a shared media. Because of the shared nature

This research is funded by Directorate General Higher
Education, Research Grant Competition 2014
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of online media, the avatar is also able to look for the other
files that uploaded in youtube through this shared media. In
Fig 8 illustrates this scenario.
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CONCLUSION

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
Fig 8. Testing Shared Media

To join in second life is for adults, so if the second life
used as a medium of learning elementary school age
children must accompany the adult (teacher/parent)
Access a virtual class using second life requires an
high internet connection which is equivalent to the
online game in order to build and interact in second life
Media learning in Second Life, if you do not use
enough Sloodle costly, due to uploading one image
exposed to L $ 10.
Not all equipment in a virtual classroom, whether paid
or not is not necessarily good installed. Before
purchasing equipment should try the free paid to see
their role in advance.
For designing the virtual classroom, especially the
indoor classes require 3-dimensional viewpoint that the
proportion between space and objects

 Quizo Matic
To determine the ability of the student learning outcomes,
avatar students can try the quiz media contained within this
class to sit on. In this class, the avatar can access through
the media Quiz through Quizo Matic. The Quizo Matic
constructed using Quiz Creator uses to construct the
questions and answers that will display in the quiz. If you
ready, then the avatar students please answer the questions
there. The nature of this examination is multiple choice as
shown in Fig. 9.
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